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Introduction

As always, we are thinking of you. This is a special

book review edition, put together by me, Merlin

(aka Matilda), one of the three main organizers of

this project. Featured in this issue are snapshots

and key takeaways from some of the books I have

found most helpful in learning about disability

history, justice, and collective liberation. Since I

can’t just send everyone a copy of the all books

themselves (I wish!) I have tried to boil them down,

and present some of the most important parts of

them. There is also a list in the back of the zine of

projects who DO send books to folks inside, so

check out that list if any of these books catch your

eye. I feel really lucky and excited to be getting to

share some of this awesome writing with you. Tell us

what you think! 

In solidarity,

Merlin 
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Hello everyone, 

Sick of It! A Disability Inside/Outside Project 
is a group of abolitionists 

and disabled activists working to build connections
between the free world disabled community and that

behind bars. We aim with this project to amplify the voices
of incarcerated disabled people, and provide education

about the ways disabled liberation and a world free of
cages are intertwined. 
More at sickofit.space 

 



Skin, Tooth, and Bone: The Basis of Movement is
Our People, A DisabilityJustice Primer 

by Sins Invalid

Sins Invalid is a disability justice based performance group,
who also generate resources and information about DJ. Skin,
Tooth, and Bone “offers concrete suggestions… such as
mobilizing against police violence, how to commit to mixed
ability organizing, and access suggestions for events” as well as
“analysis, history and context for the growing Disability Justice
Movement.”- sinsinvalid.org

Skin, Tooth, and Bone, pg 534

What are some other examples of cross
movement solidarity?

10 PRINCIPLES OF DISABILITY JUSTICE 
INTERSECTIONALITY 

LEADERSHIP OF THOSE MOST IMPACTED 
ANTI-CAPITALIST POLITIC

COMMITMENT TO CROSS-MOVEMENT ORGANIZING S
RECOGNIZING WHOLENESS 

SUSTAINABILITY 
COMMITMENT TO CROSS-DISABILITY SOLIDARITY 

INTERDEPENDENCE 
COLLECTIVE ACCESS 

COLLECTIVE LIBERATION
 

See SOI Issue 1 for the expanded 10 principals

What do these movements have in common? Where can they
conect? Write something, draw, connect the dots! 

Climate Justice, Black Lives Matter, Land Back Movement
Transgender Rights, Fat Liberation, Reproductive Rights...



Disability Incarcerated: Imprisonment and Disability in
the United States and Canada

 

 
 

"Liat Ben-Moshe is an activist-scholar-educator-researcher working
at the intersection of incarceration, decarceration, abolition and
disability/madness. Her work aims to expand what counts as
incarceration to include all carceral locales...and to connect
deinstitutionalization, disability and mad movements to prison
abolition activism." - liatbenmoshe.com

Back Ward: Part of an asylum where the most high needs
inmates were kept, almost always in squalid and abusive
conditions
Chemical incarceration: mandatory or involuntary
administration of psychiatric medication to pacify people
incarcerated in prisons and institutions as well as those
Convict lease system: a system invented after the civil war
in which Southern states “leased”prisoners to companies to
perform hard labor, essentialy a continuation of slavery
I/DD: Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities
Neoliberalism: An ideology and policy model that
emphasizes the value of free market competition- Examples
of neoliberal policies include eliminating price controls,
deregulating markets and defunding social services. 
Post incarceration syndrome: a set of symptoms
experienced by many currently incarcerated and recently
released prisoners, due to the stress, violence and isolation
of the prison system, including PTSD and substance use
disorders
Saneism: discrimination and systematic oppression of
people who are mad/experience mental illness 

Disability Incarcerated Key Terms and Concepts:

Decarceration & Deinstitutionalization:

 

The movement to close large state institutions where  people
with psychiatric disabilities or I/DD were incarcerated long
term and move them into community living support
structures. The majority of this movement took place in the
1950s and 60s, and the majority of facilities, though not all,
were closed by the 1970s. LBM argues that decarceration was
a perfect storm of events, rather than a single political
strategy, and that deinstitutionalization can and should be
looked at as an example of a mass decarceration that prison
abolitionists can learn from

 
Tools and factors that led to Decarceration:

Exposes: Photojournalist publishing images of the
horrifying conditions inside facilities, especially the back
wards 
Class action lawsuits by inmates
Post war factors: 

conscientious objectors who were assigned work in
institutions instead of military service helped to
organize against large institutions
JFK’s interest in mental health because of his sister
Rosemary's intellectual disability and lobotomy

Cost cutting / neoliberal influences that encouraged
divestment from state institutions
Rise of the use of psych drugs- often portrayed as THE
reason for Deinstitutionalization but much more complex 

Note on exposes: while they did have an effect, they
largely led to reform rather than abolition. They also can
further ableism by presenting disabled people as
lacking any agency inherently

Decarcerating Disability: Deinstitutionalization and 
Prison Abolition 

 
 

by Liat Ben-moshe

&
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= Includes
Forced/Uncompensated

Labor

Prisons & Jails
(Ancient Rome-

Present, modern
prisons emerged

eaerly 1800s)

Transportation &
Indentured Servitude

(1600s-1900s)

House Arrest/ E-
Carceration

(1600s-present, electronic
monitering first used in

1983)

 

types of confinement
Then and now

Confinement based on....

Crime & Punishment R a c e / N a t i o n a l i t y  P o v e r t y  

Reform Schools &
Juvenile Detentions

(1800s-present)

D i s a b i l i t y

Asylums and Residential
Schools for  people labeled

Idiots and the Feebleminded
 

State Hospitals &
Institutions for 

Mentally Ill/Mad & 
 Developmentally Disabled

people
(1850s-1960s)

Penal Colonies and
Prison Ships

(1700s-1800s)

Work House/ Poor
House

(1830s-1930s)

Debtors Prison
(1400s-present)

Survival "Crime"
(Sex work, selling drugs,

other criminalized
economies)

Criminalization of
Homelessness leading to 

incarceration
(Illegal to sleep outside,

panhandle, loiter, etc)

Cash Bail
(~1600s-present in

some form)

Immigrant
Border Detention
(1890s-present)

Prisoners of War/Political
Prisoners

(Ancient times-present)

Trans Atlantic Slave
Trade

(1480s-1800s)

Japanese Interment
Camps

(1942 to 1945, USA)

From: Disability Incarcerated: 

Mission Schools &
Indian Residential

School
(1600s-1990s)

Convict-Leasing
system

(1840s-1941)

Nursing Homes
(Evolved out of poor

houses, 1800s-present)

Court Mandated
Rehab

 

Chemical Incarceration
(Long term involuntary

sedation, 1950s-present)
 

Work House/ Poor House
(1830s-1930s)
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Homelessness

PrisonAsylum

From: Decarcerating Disability:
Deinstitutionalization 

and Prison Abolition by Liat Ben-moshe

People keep saying prisons are the
new asylums....

This is the main narrative around the closing of asylums
(decarceration). It says that all the people who got out of asylums 
 ended up in prison, and that's why the US has such a high rate of

incarceration.

This story is useful for people who do not want to
close hospitals or institutions, because it blames

mentally ill and disabled people for not being able to
live on their own. It leaves out major factors, like the

cuts to supportive housing, accessible healthcare,
and the criminalization of survival methods and

homelessness. 

Its more complicated than that

Prison
Asylum

Deinstituitionalization
 in 50s & 60s

The money from closing state
hospitals 

was supposed to go to funding 
small community health care, this

 promise is never fulfilled

Reagan cuts housing assistance
 by 30 Billion in the 1980s, making many
people, both disabled and not, homeless

"Managing" homelessness 
becomes a profitable

industry,
 similar to the asylum, 

but does little to get people
  into permanent housing

Stigma and the debilitating effects
of homelessness

 combined with other job
discrimination

 makes it even harder to get back
 into housing and traditional jobs

Homelessness itself, as well
as survival methods like

pan handling, are
criminalized more and

more

What actual ly happened is closer to this:
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We Do This ‘Til We Free Us: Abolitionist
Organizing and Transforming Justice by

Mariame Kaba

"Hope is a discipline"
 

Here’s how to begin changing 
everything

To transform society we must transform
ourselves: Unlearn the oppressive systems
we are entangled in so that we do not
reproduce them while we try to make a
better world.
Experiment with new structures that reduce
harm and foster collective accountability:
Less hierarchical and more transparent
social structures reduce violence and
harm.
Divest from the criminal legal system and
reduce contact with it: It cannot be
improved or reformed, and we must be
careful not to build things we will need to
later tear down on the way to freedom. 
The PIC is part of a web of harm:
Capitalism, white supremacy, ableism,
must also be deconstructed and new
things built.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Adapted from So You’re Thinking About Becoming An Abolitionist

“Changing everything might
sound daunting, 

but it also means means there are
many places to start”

- M. Kaba

Revolution is creation not
destruction

 

"Everything that is worthwhile is done
with other people"

 Kaba's father was a revolutionary from Guinea, and the one who
first told her this. It emphasizes other radical calls to action, like “all

we have is each other”, as well as the DJ concept of
interdependence and collective care. 

 "Let this radicalize you rather than
lead you to despair"

 

This book collects essays and interviews by Mariame Kaba, where
she writes about abolition and transformative political struggle. She
explores why we need abolition, justice and accountability outside
of the prison and punishment systems, and how to build the new
systems we need to be free. This book is so full of hope. It was the
hardest for me to try to just pick one or two ideas from, so I’m
picking my favorite quotes and ideas, because they are things I hold
onto when I am feeling crushed by the systems designed to destroy
us.

It is easy to feel hopeless looking at the state of the world. 
Choosing hope, to work towards better things in spite of the cruelty of

the systems we are surrounded by, is a revolutionary practice.  "There's
always a potential for transformation and for change"

We are not setting out to burn it all down and hope for the best. We
are building something new where everyone is valuable, and we do

not rely on violence to discourage more violence.
 

not from this book but a favorite of mine from M. Kaba 1312



"Defectiveness wields incredible power because
ableism builds and maintains the notion that

defective body-minds are undesirable, worthless,
disposable, or in need of cure. 

Any person or community named defective can be
targeted without question or hesitation for

eradication, imprisonment, institutionalization. The
ableist invention of defectiveness functions as an
indisputable justification not only for cure but

also for many systems of oppression."
 

Brilliant imperfection, 23
 

"Eli Clare uses memoir, history, and critical analysis to explore
cure—the deeply held belief that body-minds considered broken
need to be fixed. Cure serves many purposes. It saves lives,
manipulates lives, and prioritizes some lives over others. It
provides comfort, makes profits, justifies violence, and promises
resolution to body-mind loss. "-dukeupress.edu

 

Brilliant Imperfection: Grappling With Cure 
by Eli Claire

 

Throughout the book, Clare uses the metaphor of a mosaic, a
picture or pattern made up of broken pieces of tile or glass, both
to describe experiences of disability and the complex and
contradictory nature of cure. Like the subtitle of the book,
“Grappling” suggests, these are ideas that do not fit neatly
together or offer a correct answer.

14

A note on racist medical diagnoses: 
Many of the texts in this review touch on the history of using
medicine as a way to justify, prop up or enforce racism. Eli Claire in
particular talks about the racialized history of schizophrenia as
“protest psychosis”, drapetomania, and the many other kinds of
medicalized racism. Like other eugenics labels like “feebleminded”,
they are forms of structural violence that turn racism or ableism
into “medical truth” which is commonly portrayed as unbiased fact.

Diagnosis wields immense power. It can provide us
access to vital medical technology or shame us, reveal

a path toward less pain or get us locked up. It opens
doors and slams them shut. 

 
Brilliant imperfection, 41

In 1851, white American physician Samuel A. Cartwright invented
several disorders he attributed to enslaved Black peoples:

Drapetomania: A disorder causing enslaved people to run away

Dysaesthesia Aethiopica: A disorder causing enslaved people to
be lazy, the 'treatment' of which was beating

Protest Psychosis: Coined by white psychiatrists Walter Bromberg
and Frank Simon, it was the repackaging of schizophrenia,
previously most diagnosed in middle class white women, as a
disease caused in Black men as a result of the “stress” of the Civil
Rights movement in the late 1960s. 

Currently, young Black children are diagnosed with things like
Oppositional Defiant Disorder at a higher rate than their white
peers, and Black adults are diagnosed with schizophrenia at
more than 2x the rate of white peers. The medicalization of
behaviors that challenge white supremacy is not a thing of the
past.

15



 How does the idea of cure fit into your
life? 

Write, draw or reflect here 
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“Cure” 

makes it sound like disabled

people are broken and need

to be fixed, and creates a

narrative that it is wrong to

be disabled. It creates the

idea that disabled people

are failing at being abled. 

“Cure” is often about

conformity not comfort. This

can  lead to medical

interventions that dont

improve a person’s life but

aim to make them appear

more “normal”.

C
ure can

prevent us from
 

living in the

present

Some disabled

people do 

feel lik
e they are

broken

 

“Cures” like medications that
work well and assistive

devices are important parts
of disabled lives

Cure can be violent; 
it can mean
involuntary

incarceration,
electroshock

treatment for autistic
people, it has

historically been used
as a racist weapon

against Black people
and other non-white

people. 
(see X Page)

Looking for cure
can lead 

to important
 advances in

medicine

Disabled  people 

can be whole

Here are some aspects of cure 
to think about
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How To Go Mad Without Losing Your Mind: Madness

and Black Radical Creativity 
by La Marr Jurelle Bruce

 

Excerpt from Mississippi Goddam
 by Nina Simone

 
Bruce theorizes four overlapping meanings and ways of looking at 
 madness, and explores madness within the work of Black artists
like Nina Simone, Lauryn Hill, and Kendrick Lamar as part of Black
radical tradition. Examining these examples of Black radical
creativity, he also defines a new kind of analytical structure he calls
"mad methodology." 

Phenomenal madness: “an intense unruliness of mind… This
unruliness is not necessarily painful, nor is it categorically
pleasurable”

Medicalized madness: “a range of “serious mental illnesses”
and psychopathologies” as described by Western medicine,
such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder.

Rage: a "state of intense and aggressive displeasure... black
people in the United States and elsewhere have been subjected
to heinous violence and degradation, but rarely granted
recourse…In short, when black people get mad (as in angry),
antiblack logics tend to presume they’ve gone mad (as in crazy)."

Psychosocial madness: A “radical deviation from the normal”
Anything that challenges the psychonormative status quo is
“liable to be labeled crazy”. Many radical behaviors such as
“slave rebellion, willful womanhood, anticolonial resistance,
same-sex desire, and gender subversion” have all been labled
crazy by the dominant cultures who are threatened by them. 
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Oh but this whole country is full of lies
You're all gonna die and die like flies

I don't trust you any more
You keep on saying "Go slow!"

"Go slow!"
But that's just the trouble

"Do it slow"
Desegregation

"Do it slow"
Mass participation

"Do it slow"
Reunification

"Do it slow"
Do things gradually

"Do it slow"
But bring more tragedy

Simone wrote Mississippi Goddam in 1964, in a furious response
to the antiblack terrorist bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church. She described a desire to drive audiences crazy: “ I want
to shake people up so bad that when they leave a nightclub
where I’ve performed, I just want them to be in pieces!...I want to
go into that den of those elegant people with their old ideas,
smugness, and just drive the insane!” Bruce describes this as her
longing to “Do righteous violence to smug audiences–to shatter
their complacency and topple their sanity, making way for
transformation”.


